Rugged, dependable

**Mining Equipment.**

What TS Manufacturing is known for.

We will design and manufacture your system, deliver it to your site – on time and on budget – anywhere in the world. Our Systems Application Personnel are ready to quote on your application using our standard high quality components – or work to your system and component specifications, to reduce your maintenance, inventory and operational costs.

Contact TS Manufacturing, and let’s get started on your next mining project.

TS Manufacturing Co.
2 Fleetwood Road, Lindsay, ON K9V 6H4 Canada
Tel: +1 705 324 3762 | Fax: +1 705 324 6482 | sales@tsman.com
www.tsman.com
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Truss Conveyors
Each conveyor is custom engineered and designed to suit your application. TS will engineer, detail and certify our truss conveyor drawings to meet your local standards.

Gallery Conveying Systems
TS Manufacturing has designed and built many gallery & open truss conveyor systems. With installations up to 3000’ long, we have the design and fabrication capacity to handle the largest of conveying projects.

Belt Conveying
Choose from troughed, flat slider, and tube conveyor designs with Custom Loading Zones, to ensure smooth transition of materials & custom engineered for your project. Options such as hoods, cleated belts and walkways can be easily added.

TS Manufacturing has been designing, manufacturing and installing quality bulk material handling systems for mining, aggregate, cement and many other industries – for over 40 years. We have equipment on 6 continents.

We Manufacture:
- Belt Conveyors
- Link Conveyors
- Flexi-Wall Belts
- Head End Discharges
- Safety Guarding
- Rock Boxes
- Radial Stackers
- Tube Conveyors
- Feeders
- Grizzlies
- Gallery Systems
- Belt Feeders
- Live Bottom Bins
- Sub Structures
- Chutings
- Ships Loaders
- Underground Conveyors
- Screw Conveyors
- Loading Hoppers
- Catwalks
- Handrails